“Teaching Leadership in/From the Ancient World”:
A Workshop

Saturday, March 5th

Session 1: 10:00 AM-12:00 PM

What Will 21st Century Leadership Training Be Like and How Can the Ancient World Contribute?
Opening Comments: Norman Sandridge (Howard University)

Respondents:
Eli Embleton (UTSA), “Storytelling from the Ancient World: Setting the Stage for Leadership”
Jason Pedicone (The Paideia Institute), “How to Build a Humanities Startup: Marketing the Humanities”
William Duffy (UTSA), “Whither we lead? Lessons from the Practice and Legacy of Leo Strauss’ Teaching”
Anna Denton (Deloitte Consulting), “Emotional Intelligence and Leadership”

Session 2: 2:00PM-4:00 PM

Teaching Leadership with the Classics: Problems and Paradigms
Opening Comments: Joel Christensen (UTSA)

Respondents:
Eve Browning (UTSA), “Following Cyrus into Hell: Perils of Boldness in Leaders”
Nicol Schriner (UTSA), “Naked and in Public: Competition and Leadership”
Mallory Caterine (Tulane University), “Gender and Leadership: Ancient Female Leaders”

Sponsored by the UTSA Department of Philosophy and Classics with Generous Support from the Brackenridge Distinguished Visiting Professorship Fund